The Live Streaming, Lecture and Room Capture Solution for Education
Planet eStream is the chosen platform for over 2,000 educational organisations globally, providing enterprise
class tools for lecture and lesson capture, live streaming, and classroom monitoring.

The All-In-One Live Streaming and Recording Platform…
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Autonomous Low-Cost
Hardware

Simple Live Streaming
for Events

Planet eStream provides tools that make live streaming and recording a simple and
ﬂexible technology for educational organisations, enabling them to deliver their
video-based lecture and classroom content securely…
Zero Impact on Educators
The platform uses autonomous hardware, streamlining the room capture process
for lecturers or teachers by removing any requirement for them to setup hardware
or conﬁgure recordings.

Cost Effective Room Capture Hardware
IP based video capture devices are incredibly inexpensive, making it incredibly
cost-effective to get rooms online. We also offer off the-shelf hardware, including
complete solutions that include suitable cameras, microphones, indicator lights and
more.

Secure Delivery to Any Device
Students and educators can access live streams or recordings of lectures, lessons, or
events from anywhere and from any device. Organisations also have full control over their
Planet eStream platform, enabling them to control who the streams are available to.

Perfect for Delivering Remote Lectures and Lessons
Room captures can be streamed live and made available retrospectively for
on-demand viewing. Live broadcasts also incorporate chat functionality so that
remote students can participate and ask questions.

Stream from Anywhere
Live stream from any location using your Planet eStream platform –
all you require is an internet connection.

Lesson Observation
A perfect solution for monitoring classroom activity for behavioural observation,
security, peer review and creation of ‘best practise’ materials for CPD.

Planet eStream also offers the ﬂexibility to add deeper media functionality,
creating one uniﬁed platform for all your digital media requirements.
These optional modules can be added at any time…

Secure Media Library

Access to TV and Radio Resources

Create a secure ‘YouTube’ style media library to store
and share all of your digital assets. There are also tools
for editing videos and creating interactive videos
and quizzes.

Record from over 80 television and radio channels and
browse, search and download content from a library of
over 2 million fantastic educational resources.

Photo Handling

Digital Signage

A dedicated library for all of your photos and images,
including custom tagging, AI assisted search,
geotagging and much more.

A simple to use and scalable signage system, delivering
sophisticated management tools and a simple
drag-and-drop, multi-panel screen designer. Includes
ﬂexible signage player options and an unlimited screen
licence as standard!

